
Scapular Stabilizer Activation (Before Climbing/Activity)
To be done everyday, or at least before your activity of interest

These improve muscle activation, and therefore recruitment during functional movements
Aiming for 1 minute holds of each.

Y’s
Lie face down, arms above head
Tilt shoulder blades back to lift your arms off  the ground, palms and elbow pits face up
Reaching through fingers may produce better stability
Hold 1 minute

“Pivot Prone”
Lie face down, keep elbows bent by sides
Rotate pinkies up and extend wrist
Tilt your shoulders blades back to lift arms up
(Pinkies should remain higher than elbows to ensure proper
shoulder position) Shoulder blades stay UP toward ear

Hold 1 minute

Transitions:
After a minute hold, transition into Y’s
End with thumbs up towards ceiling
Perform 5-10 repetitions slowly (10 sec per rep)



T’s
Lie face down, arms directly out to  the side,
Tilt shoulder blades back to help engage serratus, thumbs up, elbow pits forward
Reaching out rather than up, may produce better recruitment patterns

Wall Slides (Serratus Anterior Focus)
Hands in pillowcase, facing wall with

elbows and wrists on wall
Slide hands up, Keep forearms parallel
Hold at top for 1 min or

perform repetitions (10-20)
Scapulae should remain tight on rib
cage

“Wall Angels” -Pivot Prone in Standing
Stand with back flat against wall

“Tuck your tail” get get your low back
flat on the wall, while lifting your sternum
up towards the ceiling to lengthen your
thoracic spine and get shoulders back to
touch the wall

Rotate pinkies back towards wall,
extender wrist and fingers to the best of
your ability

Slide up and down slowly, reaching as
high as you are capable without low
back,shoulders or hands disconnecting
from the wall

10 slow repetitions, or hold for 1 min



Rotator Cuff Activation
Required if unable to stabilize humerus with scapular activation exercises
Perform frequently until precise movement is obtained

Internal Rotation
Lie face up with arm out to side
Draw the head of the humerus “backwards” into the ground,
The elbow should not push down ideally it should lift up slightly
The other hand can reach across and monitor humerus movement
Begin to rotate down and forward and back up and backwards
Don’t allow front of shoulder to raise up
Other motions can be performed here as well: moving hand to hips and back (as pictured)
Can hold 1 minute at end ranges to help facilitate rotator cuff activation
Or perform repetitions back and forth x10 if maintaining neutral humerus is the difficult part

Subscap Slides:

External Rotation
Lay face down with arm out to side with shoulder on towel roll
Can be done on ground or with arm hanging off bed
Can also be done supine in a similar position as above on the left:

But rotate hand backwards and press fingertips backwards into the ground
Don't allow humerus to move, (i.e. elbow lifting up,shoulder dropping down, or scapula moving)
Lead with fingers, rotate hand towards ceiling
Hold 1 minute
Can also progress to above head (which will also recruit more lower trap)

Arm at about 90 deg abd Arm at about 135 deg abd



Hanging - Initiate with Shoulder Stability

Begin by pulling elbows in together while trying to hold a ball in your armpit
This will engage Serratus Anterior and Lower Trap to better position the scapula
The Rotator Cuff will then naturally engage and hold the humerus down

Start lifting your body up by pulling the bottom corners of your shoulder blades up towards your
elbows. - Do this regardless of how far apart your hands are

Keep pulling down to lift the body up, don’t drop down onto your hands

Tilt your pelvis underneath into a mini front-lever to better engage your core.

Good Hanging Positioning                                        Bad Hanging Positioning
● Elbows in - can see elbow pit

○ Elbows out - can’t see elbow pit
● Scapula fully upwardly rotated

○ Less scapular upward rotation
● Humeral heads pulled down

○ Humeral heads rising up



Rotator Cuff Focus during Shoulder Motions (Climbing Specific)
Draw the head of the humerus backward
Use stretchy band for additional resistance (may need to use other hand to hold band in place)
Maintain this position during Reaching or Pull-Down



After Climbing (Or Activity of Choice)
Undo what climbing did to your shoulders
Re-educate proper shoulder movement and allow lats/pecs to re-lengthen

Foam Roll Series
Good for a cool down after climbing, also great for improving neural mobility through the
shoulder complex for thoracic outlet.
The key component to these exercises is to keep reaching through your fingers to keep the
rotator cuff engaged, to hold the humerus back in the joint to achieve proper stretching .
Keep thumb rotated down to ground with both exercises to maximally stretch pec/lats while
stabilizing with the external rotators
20-30 reps on each side

Shoulder Flexion (Lat Lengthening)

For a deeper stretch: Exhale ribs down towards belly button

Horizontal Abduction (Pec Lengthening)

Reaching more through Right Side Reaching more through Left Side
(Try to rotate thumb down even more than pictured)



Quadruped Rock Back
Starting on hands and knees, drop down onto shoulders and lengthen spine
Middle fingers face forward, straight elbows, elbow pit toward thumb
Push hips back towards heels, pushing through thumb and index index finger
Stop when pelvis begins to tilt, and return to starting position
x20-30

Upper Trap - “Touchdowns”
Begin as for Wall Slides without pillowcase
Reach as high as you can, shrug shoulders towards ears, then lift hands up and back
Hold 10 sec, repeat 10x



Climbing Considerations and Drills


